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Overview

In addition to measuring trends in students’ achievement in reading comprehension, PIRLS has the important role of collecting information about students’ home and school contexts for learning to read. Decades of educational research, including four assessment cycles of PIRLS, have found that the extent of students’ opportunities to learn and the effectiveness of their learning environments substantially impact their reading achievement, with more opportunities and supportive environments associated with higher achievement.

In each PIRLS assessment to date (2001, 2006, 2011, and 2016), the high-quality measure of students’ reading achievement together with extensive information about students’ in- and out-of-school experiences while learning to read have provided an important resource for research into how to improve reading education. More recently, with trend data from the series of PIRLS assessments, relating changes in students’ achievement to changes in educational policies or practices can be a powerful source of evidence for determining if the approaches are beneficial.

As with each previous assessment, the goal of PIRLS 2021 is to build on the existing research base and make PIRLS data even more useful in helping educational policymakers and practitioners raise students’ levels of achievement. This involves assigning a high priority to continuing to collect some information to maintain and extend trends, but also means making sure to “keep up with the times” and address new areas of research and policy relevance.

The PIRLS 2021 Context Questionnaire Framework articulates the information to be collected via the PIRLS 2021 Questionnaires, providing brief rationales. The framework is organized according to five broad influences on students’ reading development: home contexts, school contexts, classroom contexts, student attributes, and national contexts.
The Data Collection Instruments
Consistent with prior assessments, PIRLS 2021 collects the data about students’ contexts for learning to read through questionnaires administered to various participants in the education process, including the students’ parents and caregivers, the principals of the students’ schools, and their reading teachers. The students themselves also complete a questionnaire. Taken together, the information from these four questionnaires provides the data for learning about students’ home, school, and classroom experiences. For national contexts, PIRLS 2021 will update the PIRLS encyclopedia that is published with each assessment to describe each country’s approach to reading education. As with previous assessments, representatives from each participating country provide the contents of the PIRLS 2021 Encyclopedia. They complete a questionnaire about reading education policies at the national level and contribute a chapter to the encyclopedia describing the country’s reading curriculum and instructional practices.

The four PIRLS 2021 questionnaires that provide data that can link to each student’s reading achievement are described below.

- The Home Questionnaire, entitled the Learning to Read Survey, is addressed to the parents or primary caregivers of each student taking part in the PIRLS 2021 data collection. This short 10-to-15-minute questionnaire solicits information on the home context, such as languages spoken in the home, parents’ reading activities and attitudes toward reading, and parents’ education and occupation. The questionnaire also collects data on the students’ early childhood education, early literacy and numeracy activities, and the child’s reading readiness at the beginning of primary school.

- The Teacher Questionnaire, completed by students’ reading teachers, gathers information about classroom contexts for reading instruction, such as characteristics of the class, reading instructional time, and instructional approaches. The questionnaire also asks about teacher characteristics, such as their career satisfaction, education, and recent professional development activities. This questionnaire requires about 35 minutes to complete.

- The School Questionnaire, completed by the principal of each participating school, asks about school characteristics, such as student demographics, the school environment, and the availability of school resources and technology. It is designed to take about 30 minutes.

- The Student Questionnaire, given to all students once they have completed the reading assessment, collects information on students’ home environment, such as books in the home and other home resources for learning; student experiences in school, including feelings of school belonging and whether they are victims of bullying; and students’ reading instruction. Students also are asked about their out-of-school reading habits and attitudes toward reading. The student questionnaire requires up to 30 minutes to complete.
The Development Process
In characterizing students’ educational contexts for learning to read, PIRLS focuses on policy relevant and malleable attributes of the home and school that can be used to help interpret differing levels of reading achievement across countries as well as trends from assessment to assessment.

To summarize questionnaire data more reliably, PIRLS has the practice of developing sets of questions related to a topic of interest and combining the results into scales rather than reporting the results of the questions one by one. This practice has evolved from the early assessments and PIRLS 2011 introduced using item response theory (IRT) methods to construct the scales. A number of the PIRLS scales measure constructs that are positively related to student achievement, such as parents’ attention to early literacy activities and school safety. First in PIRLS 2016, and now in PIRLS 2021, work continues on improving the content and measurement properties of the context questionnaire scales.

The TIMSS & PIRLS International Study Center works with the PIRLS Questionnaire Development Group (QDG) and National Research Coordinators (NRCs) from the participating countries to update the context questionnaire framework and the questionnaires for each successive PIRLS assessment. This includes addressing new topics, refining scales, and deleting topics that are no longer useful. Development for PIRLS 2021 began in February 2018, when the PIRLS 2021 NRCs from the participating countries made suggestions for updating the questionnaires. Staff at the TIMSS & PIRLS International Study Center drafted an updated context questionnaire framework and updated the home, school, teacher, and student questionnaires based on the NRCs’ recommendations. The PIRLS 2021 QDG reviewed the updated framework and questionnaires at its first meeting in February 2019. Subsequently, the TIMSS & PIRLS International Study Center staff revised the framework for online review by the NRCs prior to publication. The questionnaires were revised and reviewed by the NRCs prior to field testing at their third meeting in June 2019. After the field test, the QDG and the NRCs will review and finalize the questionnaires for the PIRLS 2021 data collection.

The remaining sections of the chapter provide the specifications for the PIRLS 2021 context questionnaire data collection.

Home Contexts
PIRLS has repeatedly shown the importance of home contexts for fostering children’s reading achievement. PIRLS 2021 focuses on two major aspects of the home that have been found to be of particular importance: the environment for learning and the emphasis on children’s literacy skills.
Environment for Learning

Home Resources for Learning
In educational research, the factors related to parents’ or caregivers’ socioeconomic status are consistently related to students’ achievement. Socioeconomic status is often indicated through proxy variables such as parental level of education, income, and occupational class. Since the first PIRLS cycle in 2001, PIRLS has reported data on socioeconomic status indicators. In 2011, PIRLS developed the Home Resources for Learning scale based on parent and student responses to items focusing on parental education and occupation as well as home resources (e.g., books in the home, children’s books in the home, and home study supports). The Home Resources for Learning scale expands the classic conception of socioeconomic status to include home resources that have the potential to facilitate student learning.

Parents Like Reading
Parents who like reading and read themselves provide important role models for their children. Promoting reading in the home can foster children's motivation to read as well as their reading achievement. Parents own reading behaviors and beliefs about reading can shape their child’s motivation to read. Socialization can be subtle (e.g., young children seeing adults reading or using texts in different ways learn to appreciate and use printed material) and this process can have long term effects on a student academic performance. PIRLS began collecting information on parents’ reading habits and enjoyment in 2001, and in 2011, created the Parents Like Reading scale. Indicators of parents liking reading include considering reading an important activity and reading for enjoyment often.

Language Spoken in the Home
It is common for some students to speak one language at home and another at school, especially among immigrant families. In addition, some parents prioritize multilingualism and make great efforts to ensure their child is exposed to more than one language in the home. Because learning to read is dependent on children’s early language experiences, the language or languages spoken at home and how they are used are important factors in reading literacy development. If students are not fluent in the language of instruction, often there is an initial learning gap because students must learn the concepts and content of the curricula through a new language. PIRLS has collected data on student language background at home since the first PIRLS cycle.
Emphasis on Literacy

Early Literacy Activities
Considerable research, including results from PIRLS, has documented the importance of early childhood literacy activities in fostering higher student achievement in reading. Examples of these activities include reading books, telling stories, playing with alphabet toys, talking with their children, helping children write letters or words, and reading aloud signs and labels. Perhaps the most common and important early literacy activity involves adults and older children reading aloud to their young children. By being read aloud to, children are exposed to oral language, which also is important for literacy acquisition. Beginning in PIRLS 2001, and in each cycle since then, PIRLS has asked parents about their child's early literacy activities. In 2011, when PIRLS and TIMSS were assessed together, the Early Literacy Activities Before Beginning Primary School scale was supplemented with questions about early numeracy activities. PIRLS 2021 asks parents how often they engaged their child in a range of early literacy as well as numeracy activities.

Preprimary Education
Much research has detailed the importance of preprimary education (e.g., preschool, kindergarten, early childhood education programs) as an early start toward higher academic outcomes. High-quality preprimary education and other early childhood interventions are especially beneficial for disadvantaged students because they can play an important role in breaking the generationally repetitive cycle of poverty and low achievement. PIRLS always has gathered information from parents about their child's preprimary school attendance and duration of attendance.

Early Literacy Tasks When Beginning Primary School
Quality preprimary education and early literacy activities in the home help children develop foundational literacy skills that support higher achievement in later grades. PIRLS has shown that children whose parents reported that the children could do basic literacy tasks when beginning primary school had higher reading achievement in fourth grade. The Could Do Early Literacy Tasks When Beginning Primary School scale created in 2011 asks parents to report on how well their child could do certain literacy tasks, such as recognizing most of the letters of the alphabet and writing some words.

Parental Expectations for Their Children's Education
Parents convey their expectations to their children and provide educational goals for them. This includes parents and children talking about the value of education, discussing future educational and occupational expectations for the child, and helping children draw links between schoolwork and its real-world applications. PIRLS asks parents about their expectations for their child's education.
School Contexts

PIRLS 2021 collects data about important school contexts for learning. This includes school resources generally and specifically for reading instruction, the school climate for learning, the degree of discipline and safety in the school, and the school’s emphasis on reading instruction.

School Resources

School Composition of Student Body

Socioeconomic Background—Since the Coleman report, there has been sustained interest in how the socioeconomic composition of the student body is related to individual student achievement. There is evidence that students from disadvantaged backgrounds may have higher achievement if they attend schools where the majority of students are from advantaged backgrounds. Some have attributed this association to peer effects—observing a strong student achievement relationship between classmates. The higher achievement for students in socioeconomically advantaged schools also may be partially explained by such schools having better facilities and instructional materials. Additionally, in some countries, schools with high proportions of disadvantaged students have difficulty attracting highly qualified teachers. PIRLS routinely collects information from schools about the socioeconomic composition of their student body, including the percentages of students from economically disadvantaged homes and from economically affluent homes.

Languages Spoken in the School—Schools where many students speak a language other than the primary language of instruction may need to have policies and resources that provide extra support for these students. Since 2001, PIRLS has asked principals to indicate the percentage of students in their school who have the language of the PIRLS assessment as their native language. In the majority of past PIRLS assessments, academic achievement was higher in schools where there was a higher percentage of students who speak the language of instruction as their native language.

Literacy Skills of Entering Student Body—Preprimary education as well as learning experiences in the home play important roles in promoting students’ literacy skills in preparation for primary school. Students who enter the first grade well-equipped with literacy skills have a stronger foundation for formal reading instruction. Since 2001, PIRLS has collected data on student literacy skills upon entering primary school. The Schools Where Students Enter the Primary Grades with Early Literacy Skills scale was developed in PIRLS 2011 to determine the percentage of students who enter schools with literacy skills based on principals’ reports. Skills in the scale include whether students can recognize most of the letters of the alphabet, read some words, and write letters of the alphabet. Similarly, as described under Home Contexts, parents also are asked to report on their child’s early literacy skills through the Could Do Early Literacy Tasks When Beginning Primary School scale.
Resources for Reading Instruction
Adequate working conditions and facilities as well as sufficient instructional resources are important for maintaining a favorable learning environment in schools. Although “adequacy” in terms of resources can be relative, the extent and quality of school resources have been shown to be critical for quality instruction. Based on principals’ perceptions of school resource shortages that affect the school’s capacity to provide instruction, PIRLS results since 2001 have consistently indicated that students in well-resourced schools generally have higher achievement than those in schools with resource shortages. PIRLS 2001 began collecting data on general school needs such as school supplies, adequate school buildings, and instructional space. In later cycles, PIRLS also asked about specific shortages affecting reading instruction such as library resources and educational software/applications (apps). Principals’ reports about school resource shortages are summarized by the Instruction Affected by Reading Resource Shortages scale.

School resources also include having computers or tablets available for students for learning purposes. PIRLS regularly creates a student-to-computer ratio for schools. In PIRLS 2016, students in schools with available computers had higher achievement than students in schools with no computers.

School Library or Media Center
The variety and richness of the reading material available to students form the core of students’ reading experience in school. Schools with a well-resourced library or multi-media center may be well-positioned to promote student reading. Research has shown that students use the library when there are books that interest them; therefore, ensuring that there is a variety of current reading materials that would be of interest to the students at each grade is essential to promoting reading achievement. Since 2001, PIRLS has collected information on school libraries, asking principals whether their schools have a library and for the number of books in the library. Because libraries also are becoming multi-media centers, students also can seek information on subjects of interest through access to ebooks, digital periodicals, and online resources. In 2016, PIRLS began gathering school information on the availability of digital learning resources.

While school libraries are common in most countries, some countries have moved toward classroom libraries, as discussed under Classroom Reading Instruction.

Principals’ Formal Education
Principals act as leaders in schools by overseeing school staff, students, and the school environment. Research has shown that strong principal leadership can foster student achievement by creating an atmosphere of collective efficacy through a positive school climate and trust among teachers. Recognizing the crucial role school principals play and the importance of highly trained and well-prepared principals, PIRLS 2016 began collecting data on country requirements to become
a principal as well as principals’ educational background, including their highest level of formal education and qualifications in educational leadership.

**Principals’ Years of Experience**
Principals’ years of experience can contribute to their strength of leadership. PIRLS 2016 began asking principals how many years they have been a principal. Because rapid turnover can lead to dips in student achievement, principals also are asked how many years they have been a principal in their current school.

**Size and Urbanicity of Schools**
PIRLS provides data about school size and school urbanicity because these characteristics can impact student learning. Schools vary in the size of student enrollment and can be located in very different geographical areas (e.g., urban, suburban, rural). An advantage of small schools is that they can provide a more intimate learning environment, allowing for more adult support for students through meaningful staff and student relationships and individualized learning. However, smaller schools also may have less supportive infrastructure such as libraries, laboratories, and gymnasia. Depending on the country, schools in urban areas may have access to more resources (e.g., museums, libraries, bookstores) than schools in rural areas.

**School Climate**

**Parents’ Perceptions of Child’s School**
Since 2001, PIRLS has asked parents about their perceptions of their child’s school. In 2016, PIRLS created the Parents’ Perceptions of Their Child’s School scale. The scale summarizes parents’ or caregivers’ level of agreement with statements about school academics, school safety, and schools’ efforts to include them in their child’s education. The 2016 results showed that most parents tended to be satisfied with the school their child attended, which is consistent with results from other educational surveys.

**School Emphasis on Academic Success**
A school atmosphere of high expectations for academic excellence can contribute to school success. Research has shown that there is a positive association between a school’s emphasis on academic success and academic achievement. Academic emphasis, collective efficacy in promoting academic performance, and trust among school staff, parents, and students, are indicators of academic optimism in a school, a characteristic that fosters a positive academic environment. Since PIRLS 2011, the School Emphasis on Academic Success scale has asked principals and teachers to characterize their school in terms of a series of teacher, parent, and student attitudes and actions that can contribute to academic success. In 2016, PIRLS expanded the scale to include more items to better capture the construct, asking principals and teachers the degree to which students respect their classmates who excel academically, and parental expectations for student achievement.
Teacher Job Satisfaction
Fostering teacher job satisfaction through a favorable work environment is important in retaining qualified teachers in the classroom.\textsuperscript{58} Collaboration and support, as well as other social factors such as a positive school culture and strong principal leadership can be essential for cultivating teacher job satisfaction and retaining teachers.\textsuperscript{59,60,61} In contrast, emotional exhaustion from work stress has been found to be negatively related to teacher job satisfaction.\textsuperscript{62} PIRLS began reporting data on teacher job satisfaction in 2006 and created the PIRLS Teacher Job Satisfaction scale in 2016.

Students’ Sense of School Belonging
Students’ sense of school belonging, also referred to as school connectedness, has been found to contribute to their general well-being.\textsuperscript{63,64} Students with a strong sense of school belonging feel safe at school, enjoy school, and have a good relationship with teachers. The Students’ Sense of School Belonging scale was developed in PIRLS 2016, asking students to indicate the extent to which they like being in school, how much they feel they belong at the school, and whether teachers are fair to them. The 2016 results showed a positive association between school belonging and academic achievement, corroborating other research on the subject.\textsuperscript{65,66,67} PIRLS 2021 improves the scale by including whether students have friends at this school to reflect the importance of positive student relationships within the school community for students’ sense of school belonging.\textsuperscript{68,69}

School Discipline and Safety

School Discipline
Schools with disciplinary issues can experience problems with bullying, classroom disturbance, and truancy. The sense of security that comes from having a stable school environment with few behavioral problems and little or no concern about student or teacher safety is conducive to student learning. Research shows that schools where rules are clear and enforced fairly tend to have atmospheres of greater discipline and safety.\textsuperscript{70,71} In past PIRLS assessments, students in schools with hardly any discipline problems had higher reading achievement than students in schools with disciplinary problems. PIRLS has gathered data on school discipline since 2001, and now includes the School Discipline scale developed in 2011. The scale summarizes principals’ reports on school discipline based on the degree to which schools have issues with student conduct ranging from intimidation or verbal abuse among students to student cheating.

Safe and Orderly School
School effectiveness research analyzing PIRLS/TIMSS 2011 data has shown that school safety is an important prerequisite for student achievement in many countries.\textsuperscript{72} Respect for individual students and teachers, a safe and orderly environment, and constructive interactions among administrators, teachers, parents, and students all contribute to a positive school climate and are associated with higher student achievement.\textsuperscript{73,74,75} Together the School Discipline scale reported by principals and the
Safe and Orderly School scale reported by teachers gather information on safe schools. Teachers are asked to indicate the extent to which they agree or disagree with various statements on school safety, including whether they feel safe at the school and if they believe school rules are enforced in a fair and consistent manner.

**Bullying**

Bullying is repeated aggressive behavior that is intended to intimidate or harm the victim and takes a variety of forms, both mental and physical. Bullying causes distress to victims, leads to low self-esteem, and makes victims feel like they do not belong. Previous PIRLS reports have shown that bullied students tend to have lower reading achievement, aligning with findings of other research.

PIRLS began collecting data on student bullying in 2001. It developed the student bullying scale in 2011, based on students’ reports of how often they experience various bullying behavior ranging from being made fun of to being physically hurt. With the prevalence of the internet and cyberbullying, the Student Bullying scale was expanded in 2016, and again for 2021. Cyberbullying behaviors include being sent nasty or hurtful messages or having nasty or hurtful information shared online. Like other forms of bullying, cyberbullying is associated with low self-esteem, distress, and poor achievement.

**School Emphasis on Reading Instruction**

**Emphasis in Early Grades on Reading Skills and Strategies**

National and school level policies establish the reading curriculum. The extent to which the prescribed national reading curriculum is implemented in schools can be reflected in the school reading curriculum. In every assessment cycle, PIRLS collects data on schools’ reading curricula through the fourth grade by asking principals which grades specific reading skills and strategies are first emphasized at their school. These skills range from knowing letters of the alphabet to more advanced skills such as determining the author’s perspective or intention.

**Time Spent on Language and Reading Instruction**

The amount of time that teachers have to teach the reading curriculum is a key factor in curriculum implementation. PIRLS results show countries vary in the intended instructional time prescribed by the curriculum and in the actual time of implementation in the classroom. Research has found instructional time to be related to student achievement, although this relationship may depend on how efficiently and effectively instructional time is used. Since 2001, PIRLS has collected data from teachers on the time spent on reading instruction across the curriculum, and began collecting data on language instruction in 2006. Additionally, instructional time at school and the instructional time prescribed by the language/reading curriculum are reported by principals and the PIRLS National Research Coordinators, respectively.
Classroom Contexts

Because the classroom is the primary locus of instruction, PIRLS 2021 pays particular attention to classroom contexts associated with the teaching of reading. These include student engagement, teaching strategies for comprehension skills, types of texts assigned, organization for teaching, classroom library resources, and classroom assessment. Complementing the introduction of digitalPIRLS, PIRLS 2021 collects data on information technology in the classroom, including access to digital devices (including desktop computers, laptops, or tablets) for reading instruction, use of technology, and instruction in online reading. PIRLS 2021 also collects data on classroom climate and on teacher preparation, professional development, and experience.

Classroom Reading Instruction

Students Engaged in Reading Instruction

Student engagement focuses the student’s “in-the-moment” cognitive interaction with the content. Engagement can result from teacher instruction, text discussions with peers, or independent reading. The challenge for the teacher is to use effective methods of instruction that maintain/support student engagement with the content. Classroom support for engagement involves cognitive activation, a clear and well-structured instruction, teacher support through feedback, and teaching adapted to the students’ needs and interests. Clear instruction is particularly important to ensure students are engaged, including explaining the content in an accessible way and gauging student understanding of the topic. Additionally, students who find the reading content interesting itself are more likely to be engaged during lessons.

PIRLS developed the Students Engaged in Reading Lessons scale in 2011, which includes items about whether the teacher is easy to understand, has clear expectations, gives students interesting things to read, supports students’ autonomy, and does a variety of things to help them learn and enhance their reading skills.

Teachers Develop Students’ Reading Comprehension Skills and Strategies

Reading fluency has been shown to be related to reading comprehension with students having high achievement in reading comprehension also displaying high levels of reading fluency. PIRLS collects data on the various ways teachers help students practice fluency, including how often teachers ask students to read aloud and silently on their own.

Students who also develop and utilize various comprehension skills and strategies can have a deeper understanding of the text they are reading. Since the first PIRLS cycle, the teacher questionnaire has collected information on the types of reading comprehension skills and strategies taught to students including identifying main ideas and making predictions. Additional items have been added in subsequent cycles to reflect skills and strategies that are important in reading.
comprehension, such as determining an author’s perspective or intention and student ability to self-monitor their reading.

**Teachers Encourage and Motivate Students to Read**

Fostering student motivation in reading is fundamental for reading teachers, because students who are motivated to read more, especially at a young age, become better readers. Motivation can be facilitated, according to self-determination theory, by creating a supportive environment that fosters a sense of relatedness, competence, and autonomy. A classroom environment that is overly controlling can stifle student motivation because it removes the student’s sense of autonomy. One way teachers can foster autonomy in reading instruction is by allowing students the opportunity to choose their reading material. Additionally, supportive teacher-student relationships are important in fostering student motivation. PIRLS asks teachers about how often they do various activities to encourage and motivate students to read such as giving students time to read books of their own choosing and encouraging student discussions of the text.

**Types of Texts Assigned**

The reading materials teachers assign to students help shape students’ reading experiences in school. With the burgeoning increase in readily accessible information on the internet, there has been a push for students to develop the skills to comprehend various forms of informational text. Literary texts also serve important purposes by engaging students through personal identification with characters in a story and encouraging students to think critically when making predictions or connections in the text. Because PIRLS assesses student comprehension in both informational and literary texts, teachers are asked to report how often they assign various types of informational and literary reading materials to their students.

**Organizing Students for Reading Instruction**

Teachers use a variety of ways of grouping students to maximize the effectiveness of their reading instruction. Generally, small-group instruction can improve reading ability. For example, in the guided reading approach to small group reading instruction, teachers form small groups that are focused on instruction involving a specific skill or strategy rather than on reading ability in general. This type of flexible within-class grouping allows for differentiation in order to address the needs of each individual student. Homogeneous grouping by ability is another type of grouping thought to support students in learning at a pace that reflects their skills in the subject. However, research has found that grouping students according to the same reading ability in elementary school may benefit high achieving students but have negative consequences for low performing students. The PIRLS teacher questionnaire has routinely collected information on various grouping practices, asking teachers the frequency that reading is taught as a whole-class activity, in groups of same- or mixed-ability students, or to students individually.
Classroom Libraries
Students who have easy access to reading materials are more likely to read, and for this reason, some countries have moved to creating classroom libraries that provide a wide variety of text and text types, including digital resources, as well as a special place for independent reading. The presence of an organized and readily accessible classroom library encourages students to read and can aid teachers in incorporating literature into instruction and fostering positive reading habits and attitudes. However, size and access to classroom libraries can vary depending on the socioeconomic composition of the school, with students from disadvantaged backgrounds having access to fewer books than students from advantaged backgrounds.

In some countries classroom libraries replace school libraries, especially in smaller schools, and in others they complement school libraries. PIRLS began collecting information on the level of access and size of classroom libraries in 2001.

Homework
Homework is one way teachers can extend instruction and evaluate student learning. The amount of homework assigned varies both within and across countries, with homework not assigned at all to fourth grade students in some countries. Although there are differences across countries, teachers who assign homework can discuss the homework in class and provide feedback to students. Since 2001, PIRLS has asked teachers about how often reading homework is assigned to students and the time they expect students to spend on homework. In 2011, PIRLS also began asking teachers how homework is used.

Classroom Assessment
Teachers have a number of ways to monitor student progress and achievement, including direct assessments of what students have learned. PIRLS asks teachers about the types of assessments administered to students. Informal assessments such as observing students as they work, asking students to answer questions during class, and short written assessments help teachers identify needs of particular individuals, evaluate the pace of the presentation, and adapt instruction. Formal tests, both teacher-made and standardized, as well as long-term projects, typically are used to make important decisions about students’ achievement (e.g., grades).

Information Technology in the Classroom
Classroom Access to Computers for Reading Instruction
Classroom access to computers for reading instruction is becoming increasingly important in developing students’ online educational research skills and expanding their literacy competencies in online reading. Access to digital resources such as PCs and tablets allow teachers to provide instruction in online reading strategies. Since 2001, PIRLS has asked teachers about the availability
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and access of computers for student use in the classroom. For PIRLS 2021, access includes whether the school provides each student with a digital device, whether the class has digital devices that students can share, and whether students can bring their own digital devices to class.

**Use of Technology**

Teachers’ attitudes such as self-efficacy toward technology are related to the use of technology in the classroom. Teachers who often use technology for instruction are more confident in using technology compared to teachers who are less frequent users. PIRLS 2021 gathers information on teachers’ level of confidence in using digital devices in instruction.

Classroom technology can be used to create individualized instruction. While technology use in primary grades is often used for remedial purposes, technology also can provide challenging enrichment activities for more advanced students. Also new to PIRLS 2021 are data on how often teachers use digital devices to support learning for low-performing students, high-performing students, students with special needs, and for the whole class.

**Instruction in Online Reading**

Reading instruction includes specific instruction in online reading strategies. Compared to print media, reading on the internet poses numerous additional challenges as readers need to navigate non-linearly to locate information, evaluate the credibility of online information, and synthesize information across websites and modes. Since 2001, PIRLS has collected information on how often teachers ask students to perform various computer activities such as read texts on the computer or use the computer to write stories. With the development of ePIRLS in 2016, additional items were included to gather information on online reading instructional practices and strategies, such as whether teachers taught students how to be critical when reading on the internet and strategies for reading digital text.

**Classroom Climate**

**Classroom Management**

Teachers who are strong classroom managers are able to minimize disruptions to instruction and focus instructional time on teaching the curricular content. Research has shown a positive association between effective classroom management and student achievement. Measures of classroom management examine whether class lessons are disrupted, whether students respect the teacher, and whether students behave according to teacher instructions. New for PIRLS 2021, information on classroom management is gathered through a series of items asking students to indicate the frequency with which various threats to effective classroom management such as disruptive noise and student interruption occur during reading lessons.
Classroom Instruction Limited by Student Attributes

Student attributes such as hunger or lack of sleep can limit the impact of classroom instruction and make some classes more challenging to teach than others. Developed for PIRLS 2016, the Classroom Instruction Limited by Student Attributes scale summarizes teachers’ reports about student absences, hungry or tired students, and students who do not have the prerequisite foundation of content knowledge to learn the reading content. Students also are asked to report whether they feel tired and hungry, and how often they are absent from school.

Teachers’ Preparation

Teachers’ Formal Education

Teacher education is critical for effective teaching, with prospective teachers needing coursework to gain knowledge in the subjects that they will teach, to understand how students learn, and to learn about effective pedagogy for teaching reading. Analysis conducted using PIRLS data showed a relationship between teachers’ reading coursework and PIRLS reading achievement. Additionally, as reported by PIRLS 2016, many countries have increased their educational requirements for primary school teachers and almost all countries now require fourth grade teachers to have a four-year degree from a university. In every assessment cycle, PIRLS has collected information on teachers’ formal education, areas of study, and national policies and practices on teacher education. Teachers are asked about their highest level of schooling completed, main areas of study such as primary/elementary education or secondary education, and the extent to which they studied specific areas of reading (e.g., literature, education psychology, reading theory). National Research Coordinators report information on national policies and practices on teacher education and the requirements to become a teacher.

Teachers’ Years of Experience

In addition to teacher education and training, teaching experience is important for teacher development, especially in the first years of teaching. Research also has found that teachers continue to develop pedagogical skills after five years of experience, and that this development can positively affect student achievement. PIRLS routinely collects data on teachers’ years of experience.

Teachers’ Professional Development

The PIRLS 2016 Encyclopedia indicates that many countries are increasing efforts to provide teachers with professional development opportunities. Professional development can help teachers increase their effectiveness and broaden their knowledge and is especially important for exposing teachers to recent developments such as curricular changes or new technology for classroom instruction. For example, professional development is crucial for training teachers on how to incorporate online
reading into their classroom practices. Additionally, for professional development to be effective, professional development opportunities should engage teachers through concrete tasks, be sustained and ongoing, and provide teachers the space to reflect on their teaching. Support systems also should be in place to encourage teachers to partake in professional development. Since 2001, PIRLS has asked teachers about their professional development. For PIRLS 2021, the teacher questionnaire builds on the professional development topic area and collects information on teacher participation and demand in specific areas of professional development (e.g., teaching reading comprehension skills and strategies, instruction related to digital literacies). PIRLS 2021 also gathers data on the type of professional development (e.g., workshops, seminars, mentor access) that is most useful to teachers, and on barriers to teacher participation in professional development activities.

**Student Attributes**

PIRLS 2021 collects data on important student attributes including student reading attitudes and student demographics. Students who are motivated to read and have a strong reading self-concept tend to have better reading comprehension, and cultivating these attitudes also may support students in becoming lifelong readers. Results from PIRLS have shown relationships between positive reading attitudes and reading achievement. It is noted that achievement and attitudes can be mutually reinforcing of one another. Better readers may enjoy and value reading more than poorer readers, thus reading more and further improving their skills. Because student demographics are important for analyzing reading achievement, PIRLS also collects data on student gender and age.

**Student Reading Attitudes**

**Students Like Reading**

Student readers who are intrinsically motivated find reading interesting and enjoyable for its own sake. Intrinsic motivation is the “energizer of behavior,” and research has shown that intrinsic motivation is more closely related to reading achievement than extrinsic motivations such as praise and money. PIRLS has recognized the importance of collecting data on students’ attitudes toward reading since its inception. In 2011, PIRLS developed the *Students Like Reading* scale to measure students’ intrinsic motivation to read. Students are asked how much they agree with statements about liking more time to read, reading for fun, and learning a lot from reading. The scale was revised in 2016 and additional items were included to better measure the construct.

**Students Confident in Reading**

Students tend to have distinct views of their own reading ability, and their self-appraisal is often based on their past experiences and how they see themselves compared with their peers. Students who are confident in their ability persevere in completing a school task because they believe they can be
successful. PIRLS has asked about students’ self-concept as readers from the beginning. Since 2011, reading self-concept has been measured using the *Students Confident in Reading* scale. Students are asked to indicate the extent to which they agree with statements such as “reading is easy” and “I usually do well in reading.”

**Familiarity in Using Digital Devices**

According to the *PIRLS 2016 Encyclopedia*, PIRLS countries are working toward integrating technology into instruction across the curriculum to help students develop Information and Communications Technology (ICT) and digital literacy skills. With the introduction of ePIRLS in 2016, PIRLS began asking students about using digital devices. Students were asked how well they could use the computer, type, and find information online. Results from 2016 showed a positive association between students’ computer use and their achievement in online informational reading, which aligned with other similar research. PIRLS 2021 includes a new scale measuring students’ familiarity with using computers or tablets as well as their confidence in finding information on the internet.

**Students Liking of Assessment Passages**

Students who enjoy the reading content are more interested and engaged with the text than students who do not enjoy the reading content. PIRLS aims to develop a variety of texts that are interesting to a wide range of students. In PIRLS 2016, most students (over 80%) participating in PIRLS liked the PIRLS passages and ePIRLS tasks.

**Student Demographics**

**Gender**

Over the last four cycles of PIRLS, the gender gap in reading achievement has favored girls over boys in the majority of participating countries. In PIRLS 2016, girls outperformed boys in 48 out of the 50 countries, reflecting a pattern seen in research. Similar results favoring girls were found in the ePIRLS assessment of online informational reading.

**Age**

Students at different ages may perform differently on PIRLS depending on their academic history. In countries where students are admitted to primary school strictly on the basis of age, older students may be more skilled in reading comprehension compared to younger peers because of greater maturation. However, depending on retention policies, older students who have been held back may struggle more with reading comprehension than students who have not been held back.
National Contexts

In every country, the educational system is embedded in a unique configuration of historical, economic, and language factors that combine to determine priorities in how the system is organized for teaching and learning. Countries participating in PIRLS 2021 contribute information on many of these factors through their chapter in the *PIRLS 2021 Encyclopedia* and by way of the curriculum questionnaire. More specifically, countries provide information about the organization of the education system and the reading curriculum.

Organization of Education System

Country Language(s) of Instruction

The historical background of language and literacy in a country can influence the challenges and instructional practices in teaching students to read. For example, some countries have one commonly spoken language, while others are historically multilingual. Immigration also can increase language diversity. Multilingual countries across the world have different policies for educating their population and specifically for language literacy. Thus, decisions about the language(s) of instruction and how to implement those decisions can be very complicated.

System for Preprimary Education

Even before children begin formal primary school, they receive considerable exposure to literacy as part of their preprimary educational experience (e.g., preschool, kindergarten). Preprimary education is an area of investment for many countries. Research findings indicate that attendance in preprimary programs can have a positive effect on academic outcomes. The PIRLS curriculum questionnaire gathers information on countries’ provisions of early childhood education and preprimary education detailing the degree of universal coverage. In PIRLS 2016, almost all participating countries provided universal preprimary education for children age 3 or older, and a number of countries also sponsored universal programs for children younger than 3 years old. Additionally, the European Union recently legislated that member countries should provide universal access to preprimary education and Norway recently began universal access to early childhood education starting at age 1.

It is also becoming increasingly clear that the effect of preprimary education on later academic and life outcomes is dependent on the quality of the preprimary program. PIRLS gathers data on any associated curriculum for early childhood and preprimary education. As described in the *PIRLS 2016 Encyclopedia*, preprimary education programs often have curricula that focus on children’s physical and socioemotional development and incorporate literacy and numeracy pedagogy as well as experiential science activities.
Age of Entry and Retention

Policies about the age of entry into formal education (first year of primary school, ISCED Level 1) are important for understanding achievement differences as well as the variation in students’ ages across countries at the fourth grade. Students who enter school at an older age are more mature at school entry and may be able to cope more easily with complex reading materials from the first grade onward. Data on country’s age of entry to primary school are reported by National Research Coordinators.

Additionally, because PIRLS is a grade-based study, PIRLS also gathers information on countries’ student promotion and retention policies, an important factor to consider when evaluating achievement results. Research has shown that grade retention does not have a positive relationship with student achievement or the emotional well-being of the student and is overall inefficient. For these reasons, many PIRLS countries practice automatic promotion, especially in the primary grades.

Number of Years of School

More years of required schooling allow more time for students to learn and become more educated individuals with higher educational attainment. PIRLS collects data on nationally mandated compulsory years of education. In PIRLS 2016, most countries reported beginning compulsory education around age 6 and ending compulsory education around age 16.

Reading Curriculum

Reading Curriculum in the Primary Grades

Whether formulated at the national, community, or school level, countries have curricula that define what students should be taught, providing expectations for students in terms of the knowledge, skills, and attitudes to be developed or acquired through their formal reading instruction.

Curricular aspects and governing policies particularly relevant to the acquisition of reading literacy include the standards or benchmarks established for reading development. A coherent progression of instruction and comprehension strategies for reading development includes a change in emphasis from decoding to comprehension strategies, and access to a wide variety of reading materials, as well as sensible differentiation policies for accelerated readers and struggling readers.

Especially relevant to the ePIRLS assessment of online informational reading is the extent to which a country’s curriculum emphasizes online reading and new media. As documented in the PIRLS 2016 Encyclopedia, some countries have transformed their standards, curriculum, and assessments in order to address teaching elementary school students digital reading strategies such as how to navigate and retrieve online information.

In every assessment cycle, PIRLS National Research Coordinators report on their country’s reading curriculum through the PIRLS encyclopedia. Data gathered about the reading
curriculum from the curriculum questionnaire has evolved over the cycles to also include how the implementation of the curriculum is evaluated, the use of technology in reading instruction, and the degree of emphasis placed on digital reading in the curriculum.

**Students with Reading Difficulties**

Countries have taken initiatives to ensure that education is inclusive of all students, providing equal educational opportunities to all students, including those with reading difficulties. In order for appropriate accommodations to be made to student learning and assessment, it is important to identify students who need these accommodations. Identification of reading difficulties such as dyslexia early in students’ education can help educators determine the best course of action for these students and prevent students from falling further behind in their reading development. PIRLS 2021 gathers information on national provisions regarding diagnostic testing for reading difficulties and instruction for children with reading difficulties.
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